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lntroduction and Summarv of Comments

RESA is a nonprofit organízation and trade association that represents the

interests of its members in regulatory proceedings in the Mid-Atlantic, Great Lakes, New

York and New England regions, including Connecticut.l On December 7,2009, RESA

submitted detailed lnitial Comments ("RESA Comments") in response to the November

13, 2009 Notice of Written Comments ("Notice") issued in this docket by the Department

of Public Utility Control ("Department" or "DPUC"). Pursuant to the procedural

schedule, RESA hereby offers its Reply Comments to the lnitial Comments filed in this

proceeding by TransCanada Power Marketing LTD ("TransCanada" and "TransCanada

Comments"), the Connecticut Light and Power Company ("CL&P" and "CL&p

Comments") and the United llluminating Company ("Ul'and "Ul Comments").

For the reasons discussed in more detail below, RESA reaffirms the

recommendation in the RESA Comments that the Department review compliance with

1 RESA's members include Consolidated Edison Solutions, lnc; Direct Energy Services, LLC;
Exelon Energy Company; GDF SUEZ Energy Resources NA, lnc.; Gexa Energy; Green Mountain Energy
Company; Hess Corporation; lntegrys Energy Services, lnc.; Just Energy; Liberty Power Corp.; RRI
Energy; Sempra Energy Solutions LLC. The comments expressed in this filing represent the position of
RESA as an organization but may not represent the views of any particular member of RESA.



Connecticut renewable portfolio standards ("RPS") by using data generated by the New

England Power Pool Generation lnformation System ("GlS"), including Renewable

Energy Certificates ("RECs") and load information reported on the GIS "My Settled

Certificates Disposition" reports ("My Disposition Reports"). These reports are already

submitted to the Department under its RPS regulations and are used to measure

compliance in the other four restructured New England states. RESA's position was

fully supported in the TransCanada Comments.

Furthermore, RESA reaffirms its request that the Department not determine

compliance based upon either "MSS Load Data" - which includes unverified electric

distribution company ("EDC") adjustments within the first g0 days and can be

substantially inaccurate - or data that reflects load data adjustments beyond the initial

90-day period reflected in My Disposition Reports. RESA opposes the request in the

cL&P comments for the Department to require suppliers to use post-gO day

adjustments in establishing RECs compliance. These adjustments can take effect

beyond the mid-June deadline date for buying or selling RECs to cover load activity in

the preceding calendar year and, thereby, cause suppliers to make unplanned and

costly under- or over-purchases of RECs. The Ul Comments appropriately highlight

Ul's concerns with post-9O day data and oppose their use unless its concerns are first

addressed during technical sessions or other proceedings.

RESA Replv Comments

l. RECs Gompliance Should Be Based on GIS My Dispositions Data Rather
than Unverified EDC MSS Load Data.

The RESA Comments (at 6-8) explain in detail why the Department should allow

suppliers to establish compliance with RECs requirements based upon My Disposition
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Reports data rather than MSS Load Data (defined as "EDC Load Data" in the RESA

Comments). ln short, My Dispositions Reports data are used in the other New England

states to establish compliance, they are already provided to the Department under

Section 16-245a-1 of the Department's Regulations, and they are closely tracked by

suppliers to ensure that they are as accurate as possible. ln contrast, MSS Load Data

can have inaccuracies based on (i) unverified changes implemented by a distribution

company that require extensive proof to reconcile with My Disposition Reports, if any

exists, and (ii) adjustments made by the lndependent System Operator - New England

('|SO-NE') to MSS Load Data that are reflected in the period when the adjustments are

made rather than when the load was originally incurred. See RESA Comments at 6-8,

11-13.

The TransCanada Comments fully accord with RESA's support for use of My

Disposition Reports Data in Connecticut. See TransCananda Comments, p. 2

(opposing use of MSS Load Data and supporting use of "My Settled Certificate

Disposition Reports"- i.e., My Disposition Reports). The TransCanada Comments also

included a request for flexibility, such as the Department giving approval for suppliers to

include in an RPS compliance filing a postgO load adjustment that can be proven to

have been approved by the ISO-NE but had not yet been incorporated into My

Disposition Reports. ld., p. 3. RESA would support either a hard and fast rule based on

the My Disposition Reports or a rule giving precedence to My Disposition Reports but

permitting flexibility regarding changes subject to reasonable proof. RESA requests,
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however, that Department announce its preference in this proceeding so that suppliers

can know in advance the methodology that the Department will require.2

ll. The Department Should Not Order Use of Post-90 Day Adjustments That
Are Not Reflected on My Disposition Reports.

The CL&P Comments propose that the Department modify its current practices

to include both the 90-day load adjustments (as is done currently) and all post-9O day

adjustments. See CL&P Comments, p. 5 ("... cL&P suggests that the Department

include allfinal load data, including any [meter-related requests for billing adjustments

("RBAs")1, as financially settled by the ISO-NE"). Post-90 day adjustments involve

RBAs to the 90-day data being decided at some later date by the ISO-NE. CL&P

argues that the post-9O day adjustments for November and December of the preceding

year are typically approved in August and September, respectively, and could be timely

incorporated in a supplier's RECs compliance filings due at the Department on or before

October 15 of a given year. CL&P Comments, pp. 3-4.

RESA opposes this request. My Dispositions Report data on the closing months

of a preceding year are available by early June and can be used to make RECs

purchasing decisions to match the supplier's load prior to the June 15 deadline for

RECs purchases. Under CL&P's proposal, post-9O day load adjustments for at least

November and December will not be available until after the June 15 deadline. Any

adjustments made in these months will cause suppliers to either under-purchase RECs

or over-purchase RECs and incur associated unnecessary economic losses.

' For example, even though official GIS data reflecting post-9O day adjustments for November and
December of a preceding year are typically not available until after June 15 (the RECs trading deadline),
it may be possible to get such information from the GIS administrator informally before June 15 and in
time to trade RECs accordingly and incorporate actual figures in the October 15 annual filing with the
Department. RESA requests that the Department make clear whether suppliers should strictly use the
My Disposition Reports Data, use the best data available prior to June 15 and justify the analysis to the
Department in the annualfiling, or have the flexibility to use either.
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Tellingly, Ul - the other Connecticut EDC -- expresses significant reservations

regarding use of post-90 day data in the Ul Comments. lt agrees that RBAs "can have

an impact on Connecticut RPS compliance and load reporting as the final billing of

some IRBAs] may be after the GIS REC June 15 trading deadline." Ul Comments at 3.

Ul goes on to state (at p.4):

lf load changes occur after June 15, there is the potential
that the Profiled Load Asset owner may be short RECs for
RPS compliance and would incur an alternative compliance
payment to satisfy its Connecticut RPS requirements. There
is also the potential that the Profiled Load Asset owner may
be long on RECs and would not be able to apply those
RECS to other load or trade those RECs to another party.
[Additionally, in] the case of all [RBAs], the revised data is
not included in the NEPOOL GlS, which could cause some
issues for data verification.

Consequently, Ul "sees potential issues" with using RBAs that are not fully billed and

reported to suppliers before the June 15 close of the RECs trading window. ld., p. 5. lt

suggests that the Department "further explore" the timing issues associated with use of

RBAs in RECs compliance and that such issues "must be addressed by the

Department" prior to including post-9O day RBA adjustments in establishing RPS

compliance. ld., pp. 5-6. Ul concludes by recommending a technical working group

process to address use of post-9O day adjustments and their timing as it affects RPS

load calculations. ld., pp. 6.3

' CL&P also suggested use of a technical working group process to consider changes to the
Connecticut RPS compliance process and make it "synch up" with the ISO-NE resettlement process.
CL&P Comments, p. 6.
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Çonclqsion

For the reasons discussed above, the Department should review electric supplier

compliance based on My Disposition Reports rather than based on MSS Load

Data/EDC Load Data, which reflects adjustments made by the EDC in the initial go-day

period and should not be presumed accurate for determining electric supplier

compliance. The Department also should reject CL&P's recommendation to include all

post-9O day adjustments for RECs compliance purposes. lf the Department is planning

to give serious consideration to CL&P's proposal, it should initiate a technicalworking

group process or open a proceeding to evaluate the feasibility of using post-g0 day

adjustments that could extend beyond the June 15 deadline for RECs transactions,
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